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TIXEO strengthens the security of its PrivateCloud offering with 
SecNumCloud hosting 

 

Paris, 19 SEPTEMBER 2023 - TIXEO, the European leader in secure video collaboration and the only 
CSPN-certified technology qualified by the French Information Systems Security Agency (ANSSI), is 
upgrading its private cloud offering, TixeoPrivateCloud. From now on, data hosting will be 
SecNumCloud-qualified, reinforcing the security levels offered. This development will enable TIXEO 
to provide its customers in sensitive sectors such as defence, justice and industry with optimum 
security guarantees. 

 

Data security in the cloud should no longer be an option 
 
According to a recent survey carried out by Thales, three quarters of IT managers believe that more 
than 40% of their data stored in the cloud is sensitive. When the cloud in question is poorly secured 
and subject to flexible data protection legislation outside Europe (such as the Cloud Act), this 
represents a major cyber threat to the integrity of organisations. 
 
Additional protection for secure videoconferencing 
 

For many years, TIXEO has hosted its secure 
videoconferencing solution in a secure, sovereign 
cloud. Aware of the high risks associated with the 
cloud and committed to strengthening the 
cybersecurity of organisations, the French leader 

in secure videoconferencing is upgrading its TixeoPrivateCloud offering (private cloud for secure 
videoconferencing) by hosting its data with SecNumCloud-qualified operator 3DS OUTSCALE. Thanks 
to its automated and secure cloud system and the high availability of its infrastructure, 3DS OUTSCALE 
provides maximum protection for TixeoPrivateCloud customers' data, ensuring reliability and 
responsiveness for their IT needs.  
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SecNumCloud qualification: a guarantee of security and European sovereignty 
 
SecNumCloud is a security qualification offered by ANSSI (Agence nationale de la sécurité des systèmes 
d'informations), the aim of which is to guarantee a high level of security for cloud computing operators 
and customers. To qualify, cloud providers must demonstrate compliance with the best practices and 
security standards listed in the SecNumCloud reference framework. Once SecNumCloud qualification 
has been received, it is akin to a recommendation for use of the service by the French government.  
 
Furthermore, as a SecNumCloud-qualified cloud operator, 3DS OUTSCALE complies with European data 
protection legislation. That's why TIXEO trusts it to host its users' cloud data. 
 
TIXEO is aiming for its own SecNumCloud qualification in the long term 
 
SecNumCloud-qualified hosting for TixeoPrivateCloud is a first step for the company. 

 
Renaud Ghia, Chairman of TIXEO, explains: « The next step is to have all our public 
and private Cloud offerings hosted by an ANSSI-qualified SecNumCloud operator. 
It's vital that we offer our users a secure videoconferencing solution hosted in a 
highly secure, trusted cloud. The cybersecurity challenges we face today are such 
that we are committed at every level to strengthening the protection of our users' 
data by relying on qualified European cloud operators. This also helps preserve 
the sovereignty of organisations in the most critical sectors. » 
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To find out more, come and meet the TIXEO teams 
teams at the Hexatrust Universités d’été. 

 
On Tuesday 19 September 2023 

At CentQuatre (5 rue Curial, 75019 Paris) 
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About Tixeo :  
Founded in Montpellier in 2004, Tixeo is the European leader in secure video collaboration. As the only French company 
offering a video conferencing technology certified (CSPN) / qualified by the ANSSI (French National Cybersecurity Agency), 
Tixeo has designed its video collaboration solutions based on a set of innovative mechanisms to ensure a level of security 
never before reached for online meetings. Tixeo is constantly adapting to new user needs by developing advanced and 
innovative collaboration and communication features and modes. The design and development of its software are exclusively 
made in France (100% Made in France). 

• The French technology Tixeo is labelled "France Cybersecurity", "Cybersecurity Made in Europe" and "Used by the 

French Armies". 

• Tixeo is a member of GICAT, the Alliance for Digital Confidence (ACN), CLUSIF and HEXATRUST. 

Many French and European organisations trust Tixeo: Nexter, Naval Group, Dassault Aviation, Orange, Afnor, Bordeaux 
Airport, SOGETI, AMF, Enedis etc.   
 
Learn more: www.tixeo.com 

 
 
 

http://www.tixeo.com/

